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Abstract: Software testing can be finding the software bugs. It is used for correctness of software. Software testing is one of the most important phases of software development. Its mandatory maintenance of web applications. Web performance is also used to check the behaviour of the web application under the workload. Automatic testing is an effective testing process that reduces the effort of manual testing but it is important to select a best suitable tool for test. Automated testing is used to check the performance response time throughput and page download per second of the web applications. The objective of this paper is to check the performance of the different software testing tool and used two Load testing tool: LOAD Complete, WAPT pro.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Web application A web application is accessed with a web browser as a client and provides the ability to update and maintain a program without deploying and installing software on client computers. Web applications are used for web mail, online retail sales, discussion boards, weblogs, online banking, among others. Advantages of web application can access and used by millions of people at the same time. [1]

Web application testing In Web Application Testing, we are typically using a browser (the client) to request a website from a web server by communicating with the server over HTTP or HTTPS. Web Testing in simple terms is checking your web application for potential bugs before it made live or before code is moved into the production environment.[2] The web application testing techniques also check the web application’s browser compatibility; load testing, scalability testing, stress testing and resolution testing. Web Testing, apart from functional testing of individual and integrated components, some of the testing types such as Performance, Security, Cross-browser and Responsiveness which are not necessarily needed in desktop application testing, become of high importance in Web Application Testing.

Automated testing Today large no of application used and the traffics on the web browser is large. For test these application we used web application testing tool called automated testing tool. Manual Testing of all work flows, all fields, all negative scenarios is time and cost consuming. It is difficult to test for multi lingual sites manually. Manual Testing of all work flows, all fields, all negative scenarios is time and cost consuming. It is difficult to test for multi lingual sites manually. Automated testing is used to check the performance response time throughput and page download per second of the web applications.

II. Testing Tools: A Brief Overview of Selected Tools

Various testing tools have been developed and designed for testing of web services. By using these test tools, web engineers can perform their tasks easily and efficiently, thus improving the quality of the system. In this paper we used the two type of tool in software testing: load complete and the WAPT pro tool. Load testing is the processes that set the service request web client number in the input, and gradually increase the client number of the web service request. The tester can get the client average response time, and compare the average response time after the client number is increased every time. The load testing of web applications will be able to evaluate the operation of all parts of the Web server, including the CPU, memory, process, response time, etc.

WAPT pro: WAPT refers to the web Application Performance tool. WAPT pro is a load and stress testing tool that provides an easy-to-use and cost-effective way to test any web site, including business applications, mobile sites, web portals, etc. It works with secure HTTPS pages and all types of authentication. It produces graphs and reports that will help to analyze the performance characteristics of any web application under various load conditions.[8]

WAPT pro allows a user to specify how virtual users are involved in the testing environment i.e. either increasing users or constant users or periodic user load. Constant user load maintains specified user load at all time.
- Periodic user load tends to increase
- decrease the user load from time to time

**Load complete:** Load Complete is a load, performance, stress and scalability testing tool that lets you see how your web application handles the load of hundreds and thousands of concurrent users. It replays realistic application usage scenarios and lets you monitor the application performance and key infrastructure metrics in real time. Load Complete to be affordable to companies of all sizes, with flexible licensing options. [10].

**General Features:**
1. It record and replay realistic application scenarios in order to create load tests without writing script.
2. It creates different rules for checking not just server response code, but also the message content received from server.
3. Comprehensive analytics and customized reporting.
4. on demand load generation from the cloud. With Load Complete load can be generated as much as needed for public or private cloud within just few seconds.
5. Load Complete allows testing performance of native, web and mobile Applications. It simulate large amount of traffic from smart phones and tablets over a variety of network connections.

### III. ANALYSIS OF TOOL

Technical overview of the testing tool

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No</th>
<th>Name of the tool</th>
<th>Operating system</th>
<th>Programming language support/frame work</th>
<th>Cost &amp; license</th>
<th>Browser Support</th>
<th>Developer</th>
<th>Web Site</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s2</td>
<td>WAPT pro</td>
<td>Windows x, window 2</td>
<td>JavaScript, HTML</td>
<td>Trial</td>
<td>Mozilla firefox, Microsoft, internet explorer</td>
<td>Softlogica</td>
<td><a href="http://softlogica.com/product/WAPTpro/overview">http://softlogica.com/product/WAPTpro/overview</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LOAD complete result:**

Run time graph for 10 user

![Run time graph](image)

**Figure 1 Run time graph**
WAPT pro result shows for the 10 user

Graph shoes that black line shows the active user, purple lines show the average response time and orange line shows the page per second.

In graph bandwidth shows that black line for the active user, orange lines shows the receiving speed, k bits/s and red line shows the sending speed.
Figure 5 Errors shows in Graph
In graph black line shows that active users and orange line shows the HTTP response time.

Figure 6 Custom Graph for 10 users
Black line shows the active user, orange lines shows the receiving speed, k bits /s, purple lines shows the sending speed, red lines shows the page per second, purple boxes shows the average response time.
Average response time for the LOAD Complete and the WAPT pro tool.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>1 user</th>
<th>10 user</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOAD Complete</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAPT pro</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>980</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE

The above comparison shows that the average response time of WAPT pro tool is larger than the LOAD complete tool. In this paper we use the web application www.flipkart.com a shopping site. We check the response time, page load and in WAPT pro tool we also check the HTTP Errors. This software testing further enhanced by including more testing tool and also we can edit browser in testing tool.
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